When a person's response to a number of questions is summarized by a single score and whenever that score is given a content-referent name, it is assumed that all questions are tapping a single common trait, attitude, or factor. The ATSCALE program provides a means of checking this assumption by evaluating the single-factoredness or unidimensionality of a scale r . well as its internal consistency. This program combines the major features of two programs which have been previously reported (Morrison, Campbell, & Wolins, 1967; Werner, 1967) , but uses less core storage and time than either of the original programs.
INPUT
The data input for analysis consists of one record for each individual containing the mul level responses to a series of questions. Response frequ .ncies are tallied for each item, and an intercorrelation matrix is presented which provides for correlation of items and total scores (scored in the Likert tradition) with up to seven external criteria. Multilevel responses are dichotomized by the program employing cutoff points indicated by the user. This program is designed to recode information that has been multipunched or recorded in a binary form.
By far the most popular way to record information onto punched cards is to use the Hollerith coding system. With the Hollerith code, one piece of information (a letter, digit, or special character) is represented by a unique combination of punches in a single column of a card. Because of its popularity, almost all computer installations use it as the standard method of reading information into the computer. There are alternative methods of representing information, however, and these methods sometimes cause the researcher difficulty when he or she attempts to utilize the data in a normal computer environment.
First, some coding schemes are designed to take advantage of the availability of 12 rows in a card column. By assigning each row a unique meaning, the answers to several questions on an interview schedule can be coded into one column. For example, the first 3 rows might stand for the respondent's sex (12 = M, 11 = F,O = NA), the next 4 rows his race (1 = W, 2 = B, 3 = other, 4 = NA), and the last 5 rows his education (5 = GS, 6 = HS, 7 = ColI, 8 = other, 9 = NA). A college-educated white male would be coded 12-1-7 in a single column. However, an attempt to read this column on most card readers would end in failure because 12-1-7 is not a valid Hollerith punch.
Second, some early studies (especially the Michigan SRC studies) utilized the 12-row feature of punched cards in another manner. By using all 12 legitimate single Hollerith representations, they were able to code 12 separate categories in each column. Since there are only 10 digits in the decimal system, the two special characters + and -were used. This scheme works fine when categories are tabulated on counter sorters, but it creates problems when computers are used to analyze the data.
Third, some archives (among them the Roper Center for Public Opinion Research) record their information in a binary format when copying to tape. All 12 rows of a card column are represented in their original form on the tape (Os stand for blank rows and Is stand for punched rows). The number three would be represented as 000001000000, while the letter A would be represented as 100100000000. In order for this information to be read correctly by a tape driver, it first has to be recoded into either a 6-bit or an 8-bit configuration (depending upon the computer). Since this is not the case, the only alternative is to punch the information to cards and then read them in through the card reader. these translation problems caused by the nonstandard coding of information. It does this by reading the data directly into core (in forced column binary) without going through the Hollerith interpreter. This means that 12 bits of a computer word instead of 6 are needed to store one column's worth of information. For the CDC6600, five columns of information can be stored in one 60-bit word. Once the information is stored in the computer, the program shifts the 12 bits of information (representing the column of interest) to the low-order 12 positions of the computer word. The 48 high-order bits are masked out and each of the low-order 12 bits can then be interrogated separately. If a bit is found to be on, control is transferred to a This program was created with the aim of facilitating the process of scale construction in social research. A common procedure in scale construction is to combine selected items into a composite variable (Schuessler, 1971) . In behavioral research, the items of a given scale usually do not appear in sequential order in the data matrix in order to avoid some biased response. Because of this fact, coding and recoding variables become a tedious process especially when more than one scale has to be constructed and evaluated.
The program performs the following tasks. A composite variable is created and a complete Pearson r correlation between all items and the constructed scale is produced. The user has three options: To get (1) simple correlation (no composite variable produced); (2) a composite variable constructed from all items on the data matrix; and (3) a composite variable constructed from only specified items selected from the complete data matrix. For Options 2 and 3, a complete matrix of correlation between the composite variable and all items in the matrix will be produced.
The general purpose in correlating the items with the COMPUTER ABSTRACTS 361 substitute for the bit found to be on and where to substitute the new information.
OUTPUT Once an entire 80-column record has been interrogated, the information is put to an output device of the user's choice, the tables are cleared, and the next record is processed. AVAILABILITY A program listing, source deck, and technical description may be obtained by writing to the Political Science Laboratory and Data Archive, Room 248, Woodburn Hall, Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana 47401.
composite variable is to drop out items with low correlation or to replace them with a new set of items.
The program could rerun on the same data matrix an unlimited number of times where, in each run, new items and new scales are evaluated.
The initial data matrix produces an n X n correlation matrix and with the addition of a total or composite variable, the matrix will be augumented to the size of (n+1Xn+l).
Input. Any numerical real type data described by a specified format card. Control cards should specify size of data matrix and the desired option of the program.
Output. Means, standard deviations and correlation matrix for all items with the constructed scale.
Computer and Language. The program was written in FORTRAN IV and was tested on an IBM 360/65.
Restrictions. The capability of a specific computer installation to store the input data matrix is the major restriction of the program. Up to 10 input format cards will be accepted.
Avail ability. The program printout and user instructions can be obtained with no charge from: Gideon Vigderhous, Department of Sociology, University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois 61801.
